Tripp Urges Student Power; Mason Seeks Participation

Three tickets of candidates for the Senate Executive Committee spoke to about 200 students in the Washington Room Wednesday night.
The Maddux – Brookie – Countz ticket (with Tom Dyer in Wonderland), and extolling the “blackness” of those around the school, announced their withdrawal from the race.
Robert Couzzi ’72, after asking for a moment of silence in which to meditate, admitted that the Big Ticket “can’t handle it.” Couzzi later endorsed the ticket headed by Nancy Tripp. “These people are really serious,” he said.
Both other tickets – Mason – Keene – Schaffer and Tripp – Searle – Kubicek, gave more customary speeches, both also agreed that the “uninformed situation” which had invalidated the first election and “fortunately” allowed them to put together new tickets. Stuart Mason ’71, said he withdrew after the first election that “Steve Keeney would be a better vice-presidential candidate than I would be.” Keeney commented that “he had hoped to run with Steve” before the invalidated election.
“I am in a peculiar position of being on the conservativ side,” Keeney said. He emphasized the Mason – Keene – Schaffer ticket which calls on the Senate to provide “special sources of accurate information in areas of student concern.”
Mason charged that “change has been controlled by a small section of the organization.” “We seek the correct influence, to bring students into the process so that we can perform it in their special knowledge, point of view, and creativity,” he added.
Mason called the ticket’s platform “the foundations for a new student administration.” Apparent referring to the Tripp – Kubicek platform he said, “you can not form such a coalition, with the help of Ama, together coagulation of plaintiffs and impossible promise.”
Keeney called the Tripp ticket proposals “by and large impractical.”
William S. Searle ’70, vice-presidential candidate on the Tripp – Searle – Kubicek ticket, defended the group’s proposals for “total student power,” including student control of all College budget items.
He insisted on the necessity of strong student backing for the proposal, “if the students wake up, some strange things are going to happen, if they don’t nothing is going to happen,” Searle said.
“If they don’t let us review the whole proposal that is all nonsense, we will just wish our tuition pay- ments until they do,” Trigg said.
According to Searle, the final goal of the ticket was to see that “the administration could not get over $200,000 a year for Black Studies Department. They don’t care enough to look or they would have found it by now,” he said.

Two Independent Mayoral Candidates Speak

Deputy Mayor Accuses Bailey Of Bribe Attempt

Senior city officials are being accused of engaging in numerous housing violations in Hartford’s slums, The Liberman said that resolutions recently intro- duced by both the Democratic and Republican city leaders were unnecessary and called for the in- formation of ordinances which have been on the books for decades.
Smith accused city officials of engaging in numerous housing violations in Hartford’s slums, The Liberman said that resolutions recently intro- duced by both the Democratic and Republican city leaders were unnecessary and called for the in- formation of ordinances which have been on the books for decades.
Smith accused city officials of being lax in correcting numerous housing violations.

Smith: Responsibility Campaign’s Big Issue

“Responsible leadership is the central issue of this campaign,” Bailey said.

Chapel Alms Go To Black Economic Development

The alms of the Chapel’s Eucharist and evening service this Sunday will go to black economic development, according to Chaplain Alan C. Tull.
The Committee voted last week to devote at least $400 to the cause of the Episcopal Church has designated for black economic development in the Black Maltese, a form of the Black Economic Development Committee, and the church’s national church last May.

According to the Chapel Committee, the action was in response to a request from the black community, and the right of that community to self-determination.

Greek Lecture

Douglas D. Feaver, professor of classical languages at Lehigh University, will deliver the Charles E. Moore Lecture for the promotion of studies on November 5. Feaver will speak on “Greek Notes From Antiquity: The Recovery of Ancient Greek Money”. The lecture will begin at 8:15 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.

Waiting for “The Word,” Big Ticket member Robert Couzzi ’72 (left) pretends he is naked and meditates. At right, Presidential candidate Stuart Mason ’71 tells Wednesday evening’s audience that his ticket (left) pretends he is naked and meditates. At right, Presidential candidate Stuart Mason ’71 tells Wednesday evening’s audience that his ticket

Wither Smith, Liberal candidate in the Hartford mayoral, talked to a group in Wean Lounge Wednesday.

“I want to get my story to the people,” Smith said.
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Trinity lacks concern for us as Black people and for us all just as people

By Michael Plummer

On Wednesday, October 22, at night made him think I was crazy. He said to me, "I can't drive off the campus" this represents a situation here in which the guard's entire demeanor indicated to me that he really didn't give a damn. Possibly the fact that I was wearing sunglasses at 10 o'clock at night made him think I was crazy. He said, "I'm a student here?" I replied, "Yeah, I'm a freshman at Trinity." He said, "If it's an emergency, take her to me. And, she'll call a police car or an ambulance." This represents a situation here in which the guard was derelict in his responsibility. As I backed away from the guard's desk, we exchanged glances, they handed me a note saying, "Take him out of there," and the nurse immediately picked myself, and fuck you." We walked to the nurse's office, and the nurse immediately picked.

We walked to the nurse's office, and the nurse immediately picked.
Sicilian Cellulose, Plus Cats, And Kubrick's Lascivious Lolita

By John C. Graczewicz

SICILIAN CELLULOSE is a fascinating mixture of culture and deals in a somewhat seamy fashion with a subject that has long been popular with Italian film-makers: Sicilian gangsters. In the Sicilian ethos satirically yet surprisingly, the parted hardline separation being the Catholic emphasis on purity versus the Marxist emphasis on class and power has produced the combination of Sicilian politics, Sicilian law, and Sicilian culture. A reporter named Mario Sforza meets the first of the three main characters, the charismatic leader of the godffather of the underclass, Fredo Falconetti. Falconetti possesses much of the charm and panache of his real-life namesake, Al Pacino. His ability to manipulate and control is impressive, and his willingness to go to extremes to achieve his goals is equally frightening. The film's opening scene, in which Falconetti appears before a group ofSalvadoran peasants, is a striking example of his controlling nature. He demands that the peasants sign a contract, and when they refuse, he threatens them with violence. This scene sets the tone for the rest of the film, which is filled with scenes of brutality and violence.

Kubrick's latest film, in which he portrays a character from the world of organized crime, is an adaptation of the novel by Union of the Sicilian Mafia, written by Mario Puzo. The film tells the story of Michael Corleone, a Sicilian American who rises to power in the criminal underworld and becomes the head of a powerful crime family. The film was directed by Francis Ford Coppola, who was also the producer of the original novel. The film stars Al Pacino as Michael Corleone, Robert Duval as Fredo Falconetti, and James Caan as Sonny Corleone.

The film is set in the 1940s and 1950s, and it follows the Corleone family as they rise to power in the criminal underworld. The film is known for its realistic portrayal of organized crime, and it has become a classic of the genre.

In conclusion, Sicilian Cellulose, Plus Cats is a riveting film that brings to life the world of organized crime in a way that few other films have. It is a thought-provoking film that raises many questions about the nature of power and the corruption that can arise when power is concentrated in the hands of a few.

 LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

"Go to a movie!"

To the Editor:

What with all the radical inflation above we left folks at the movies nowadays it came as no surprise to me that THE CASTLE of CATS PEOPLE is presented as the major cast of the picture (it does injustice to the word 'cast'). Since the color is not in play, it is the guilt of the movie as a whole that is to be found. Is this Mr. Roy B. Scoleri's plan to introduce uninteresting elements to the picture? Surely he will be disappointed to find that THE CASTLE OF CATS PEOPLE will still bomb. Furthermore, all I hope is that the College community will recognize Mr. Eliot and his cast of naïve philosophers for what they are worth and will go to a movie on Nov. 7.

(Name withheld by request)

"Trampled and coerced"

To the Editor:

As an individual who fears his rights would be trampled on should "the institution" take a stand, and as an individual who is merely aware and weak enough so that he would be coerced if put in the majority should "the institution" take a stand, I plead with you to officially remove the label of being a student who would like to go (logically) one step further in protecting my insufferable individuality. Of the utmost importance, I shall not see a film that is also an example of how to trample and coerce the members individually. I plead with the president to protect and make autonomous my Saturdays and Sundays. All those individuals on campus of like character keep silent, are keen to support the government, are keen to support the majority should "the institution" take a stand. An Anon Student (Name withheld by request)

"Drugs"

To the Editor:

Why the emphasis on ridding the campus of drugs? We are not all students and users are inseparable parts of one system. The judgment must be done individually to the user. All I hope is that the College community will recognize Mr. Eliot and his cast of naïve philosophers for what they are worth and will go to a movie on Nov. 7.

(Name withheld by request)

The film is a vivid evocation of the spirit of the past, and it is a testament to the power of the human spirit to overcome adversity.
Win Streaks on Line In Coast Guard Clash

"We always expect a rough game when we go to New London to play Coast Guard, and this year should be no exception," said Trinity Head Coach Dan Miller when asked about tomorrow's game. He feels that this is the best team that the Academy has had in several years. Although their defense has been aggressive all season, it has improved lately, and has been a major factor contributing to the two-game winning streak that will be on the line for Coast Guard.

Miller is also impressed with the Trinity offense, both Jo- seph Jones and Charles Fias are powerful fullbacks for the Cadets, increasing their chances of getting the key yardage needed to sustain a scoring drive. Bob Conner has good speed, and is a dangerous outside threat. Quarterback Guy Goodwin, while no match for Bernard- doni, has still managed to complete 68% of his passes.

Their defense is bigger than it has been in the past, but the offense is slightly smaller than it was last year. More importantly, Coast Guard will be at full strength, with all key personnel in top shape.

The Trinity defense has been improving for the last three weeks, and this game will be a good test of their ability. Henry Smith and Ralph Murini will start at the inside linebacker spots, and Spor- caro Kamp will be back at safety. Miller also cited Dan Nichols for his consistent play. He characterized Nichols as the "defensive leader of the team."

Also back for the Coast Guard is center Frank Baldwin, al- though Halfback Jim Tully is a doubtful starter.

Intramural Playoffs Scheduled

The TRIPOD Sports Department recently fielded a number of teams to its staff. Those elected include the following; Shawn Shaudt, in the exciting world of TRIPOD sports are urged to drop by the office any Wednesday or Saturday evening.

Sports Staff Elections Held

The TRIPOD Sports Department recently held elections for new members to its staff. Those elected include the following: Shawn O'Connell '71, Pete Wilno '70, Nick Vare '73, Joel Stroop '72, Dan Shaw '72, Dave Nelson '73, and Steve Barman '73.

Congratulations and thanks to all members of the staff who had the opportunity to participate in the elections. The TRIPOD Sports Department will continue to bring you top-notch sports action and great fun.

---

RUMORS DENIED

Rumors that the Trinity-Western football game scheduled for the November Moratorium weekend has been officially canceled, or postponed, have been officially denied. The TRIPOD Sports Depart- ment spoke with members of the athletic departments of both schools last Tuesday, and both indicated that the contest would be held as scheduled. The Trinity department said that they, too, had heard the rumors; however, Trinity spokesman Jim Miller said that the game would be counted as a loss for Wesleyan, unless the NCAA permitted an exception.

---

Philadelphia Slim's Pickins

by Albert Donsky

TRINITY CHICO Roumain april makes a thoroughly surprised Williams defensive in last week's victory over the Ephemmen as Marty Williams looks on.

TRINITY CHICO Roumain april makes a thoroughly surprised Williams defensive in last week's victory over the Ephemmen as Marty Williams looks on.

The country, will decline its in- dependency from the rest of the Southwest Conference, Texas A&M 17 Arkansas 78.

Washington State will be undefeated at the end of the season. The big game comes on Dec. 6 when Arkansas takes on Texas. Upsets can always happen, and I see an upset in the making.

Yale and Dartmouth will battle, as both teams are top-notch, with a team score. No one will make the difference, though, how much the Yeggs win by. However, Williams. Yale 10, Dartmouth 66.

The big game for top rated, 10-0 USC will come against Penn State. It seems the Yeggs are makingtheir way up the polls, and since then, their stock will increase. USC 18 California 12.

Everybody's great team and mine, Penn State will make an easy victory to find enough to beat BC. Even Hal agrees with me on this one. Penn State 2000, Bos- ton College 9.

For those of you who are wondering, there are still 14 undefeated major college teams in the country. The surprise teams on this list are Montana, East Tenn- essee State and Toledo. Their ranks are dwindling, and later games end up as deciding who will be undefeated at the end of the season. The big game comes on Dec. 6 when Arkansas takes on Texas. Upsets can always happen, and I see an upset in the making.

---

PHOTO CREDITS:

The photos were inadverantly omitted from the previous issue. All credits to those pictures should have been given to Whetzel Photography.
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